government should be putting in what
amount?” said Mayor Brian Bowman.
“Obviously, the fiscal framework…
- 16/07/2020
doesn’tWinnipeg
justify equality
of investments
by all levels of government.”
Starlight Investments wants $20 million each from the city, province and

Marni Larkin said the development
on a full $20-million city investment
include a 24-hour community space
would be limited.
“You can do the math and see very with public washrooms, which warrant
Copy
Reduced
68%
fromoforiginal
city’s
investment
tax dollars.to fit
clearly… (how the city’s)
financial
re- theto
“The benefits to the community are
turn on the investment is remarkably
quite large and without that (financial)
small,” said Jack.
A public service report notes the city bridge, we’re not going to be able to get

a community centre/neighbourhood
space,” added Rollins.
Coun. Kevin Klein lobbied fellow
letter
page
councillors
to approve the entire
$20-million request.
Klein said the project should attract
new residents and offer some afford-

cation property tax would affect that
commitment.
No federal funding commitment has
Page : B001
been made so far.
joyanne.pursaga@freepress.mb.ca
Twitter: @joyanne_pursaga
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Habitat for Humanity welcomes its first group of volunteers in months on Wednesday. The crew from Engineers Geoscientists Manitoba was kept busy helping to build the non-profit’s condo project on Templeton Avenue.

Habitat volunteers get back into swing of things
GABRIELLE PICHÉ
VOLUNTEERS began swinging hammers once more for Habitat for Humanity Manitoba, roughly three months after the non-profit organization normally
gets its first volunteer crew of the year.
Thirty employees from Engineers
Geoscientists Manitoba showed up
around 8:30 a.m. Wednesday to work
on a bare land condominium project on
Templeton Avenue.
“By now, we would’ve had all the
basements in the ground, and everybody would be framing,” said Jason
Miller, local director of program delivery. “Because of COVID, we’ve had a
late start.”

The non-profit’s employees poured
two basements last week. On Wednesday, volunteers worked on the basement, and scaffolding and building
roofs.
Some wore face masks; all wore hard
hats and boots that had been disinfected, as per novel coronavirus pandemic measures. The safety equipment
would be disinfected at the end of the
day, too, and put into a rotation, sitting
for three or four days before their next
use.
Volunteers worked with individually
assigned tools and cleaned power tools
before passing them to someone else.
They filled out COVID-19 self-assessments before starting their work.

Normally, the two groups would visit
the site in the same day; this summer,
the local Habitat for Humanity isn’t allowing groups over 30 people to volunteer at one time.
Even with the changes, it’s good to
be back to work, said Habitat Manitoba chief executive officer Sandy
Hopkins.
“It’s good to be on a build site, it’s
good to hear hammers going,” he said.
“The families who’ve been waiting patiently for this to happen... have to be
feeling much better, as well.”
The organization plans to build 12
homes in Manitoba this year: nine in
Winnipeg, two in Brandon, and one in
Selkirk. It’s a change of plans from the

23 originally scheduled for 2020 (17 in
Winnipeg). The pandemic resulted in a
shortened build season, less fundraising because of cancelled events and
lower-than-expected donations.
The Templeton Avenue condominium
will hold 20 partner homes. The nonprofit is building eight this year and the
remaining 12 in 2021.
It marks the first time Habitat for
Humanity Manitoba has built condos,
but it has examples from affiliates in
Toronto and Edmonton to refer to.
“This is not condominiums in the
sense of most condo projects, where a
developer imagines what the project
will be and then tries to sell the units
individually to people,” Hopkins said.

“We’ve got our families lined up. We
know who’s going to want all these
homes.”
Families of four to eight will buy the
units. They’ll pay the market value of
the house, condo fees, taxes and insurance. They won’t pay interest on their
mortgage for 15 years or a down payment, and their monthly instalments
will be based on their income and ability to pay, Hopkins said.
Habitat is ready to change as the pandemic does, he said.
“If there’s a need to slow down because of a resurgence of COVID, that’s
exactly what we’ll do.”
gabrielle.piche@freepress.mb.ca
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not out of the woods yet,” he said. “We
must do everything we can to help
themWinnipeg
be self-sufficient
again.”
- 16/07/2020
Pallister said Manitoba businesses
can take the announced wage subsidy

on $135,000 on average, the survey
Jonathan Alward, Canadian Federasays. The non-profit federation that
tion of Independent Business Prairie
members
region director.
Copy Reduced to 86% from represents
original to110,000
fit letter
page estimates the coronavirus-related debt
“If money could be given, in part,
upfront, that would be better,” he said. taken on so far by small businesses is

costs of essentials like (personal protective equipment),” NDP Leader Wab
Kinew said.
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It’s about three months
later than in past years,
but Habitat for Humanity is
back. Volunteers have new
pandemic measures they
must follow, but ‘it’s good
to hear hammers going,’
Habitat CEO
Sandy Hopkins says
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Mayor opposes appealing court ruling on impact fee
JOYANNE PURSAGA
WINNIPEG’S mayor says he wouldn’t
support the city appealing the recent
court ruling that determined its impact fee was invalid and ordered the
city to refund $32 million in revenue it
has collected.
Mayor Brian Bowman said he’d
prefer to work with the development
community to ensure new builds pay
for their demands on city services and
infrastructure.

“The city does, in fact, have the
legal authority to impose an impact
fee… Let’s move forward. And I’d
rather do that around the boardroom
table and in the council chambers than
in a courtroom,” said Bowman.
The city introduced the impact fee in
May 2017, levying it on new homes in
some new neighbourhoods. As of Jan.
1, it added $5,249.96 per 1,000 square
feet to the price of those homes.
Supporters argue that charge, also
known as a growth fee, is needed to

ensure new builds pay for the costs
they create for city services and
infrastructure. But developers argue
growth already paid for those costs.
They launched their successful legal
challenge to get the money refunded.
The mayor said he would be required to sign off on any appeal of that
court decision, so an appeal won’t take
place at this time.
Since the court ruling took issue
with the way the city implemented its
growth fee, and not the city’s ability

to actually add one, the mayor said
he’s interested in exploring how such a
levy could be added.
“I’d like to see us have some dialogue with the industry and I’d like to
see council revisit… the (impact fee)
bylaw to try to address the concerns
the court has raised,” said Bowman.
“It’s a matter of timing, of following
the court’s direction and providing the
refunds that were contemplated.”

● IMPACT FEE, CONTINUED ON A2
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